
module positioning in the header
Posted by szshaps87 - 2012/01/17 03:52
_____________________________________

I have put the module in place of the
header on my website, and it is sitting in the middle of the header
position. I found out, through firebug, where and what i need to edit
in order to make the module move all the way to the right.

If you take a look at my site www.AllCityCarpetCare.com
inspect elements (with firebug)

this is what you will see









then still using firebug, if you click on "div id" for
"ais_43_wrapper" you will see the wrapper has a height and a width.
After "width" if you add "float: right" you will see the slider will
move over all the way to the right, it will look like this in the css

#ais_43_wrapper, ais_43  {
          float: right;
          height: 250px;
          width: 766px;
}


my problem is that i am not able to find "ais_43_wrapper" anywhere, to make the changes permanent i have tried ftp,ssh,
and joomla itself.

Can someone tell me how to find the css in order to edit it please or give me another option to get the module positioned
to where i would like it

============================================================================

Re:module positioning in the header
Posted by admin - 2012/01/17 06:47
_____________________________________

Hello,

"#ais_43_wrapper, #ais_43" CSS rules are generated by the module and "43" is a module ID. For another module
instance it will have another ID.

In your case you can add the next CSS rule to "CSS Styles" parameter in module settings:


.ju-Header .ari-image-slider-wrapper
{
 float: right;
}


Regards,
ARI Soft
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